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NOVEMBER 2021
MONTHLY FOCUS:  ABUNDANCE

Nov 7-David J Miller-Overcoming Lack
Nov 14-Ernestina Darling-Happiness, Health, & 
Wealth 
Nov 21-Ordination 
Nov 28-Angie Riechers- Giving & Receiving 

UNITED FELLOWSHIP CHAPELSERVICES AND CLASSES
Sun 2:00pm     Inspirational Service
Tues 12:00pm       Silent Meditation & Messages
Tues 5:00pm     Self Realization Psychic Development
Wed 12:00pm       AWAKENING
Wed 5:00pm          Physical Phenomena *prereq*
Thurs 11am-5pm  Appts with Rev David-Virtual (call)
Fri 9:00am             Wuji Gong, Qigong
Fri 12:00pm          World Healing & Message Circle
Sat 10:30am        Mediumship Development*prereq*
Sat 12:00pm        Readings with Angie       
      WEB PAGE unitedfellowshipchapel.org

520.327.0142   D-520.603.0407  A-520.442.9402

   

Come	  join	  us	  to	  get	  to	  know	  thyself	  with	  our

Mediumship	  Course
starting	  November	  3rd	  at	  6:30pm-7:30pm	  
One	  hour	  Each	  week	  on	  Wednesdays-8wk	  
course	  ending	  December	  22nd	  $150

go	  to	  
unitedfellowshipchapel.org/futureevents
	  to	  purchase	  and	  connect	  on	  zoom	  or	  come	  

to	  chapel	  Wednesday	  evenings	  
(anyone	  already	  taken	  course	  can	  audit	  the	  class,	  contact	  

us	  to	  let	  us	  know,	  thank	  you)



MEDIUMSHIP COURSE IS THIS MONTH

MEDIUMSHIP
Mediumship is that part of the course work that deals with 
the development of oneʼs psychic unfoldment.  A medium 
is one who “channels” communication between the Earth 
Plane and the Spirit World.  It is used as a means of 
effecting or conveying something (information) from the 
invisible to the visible.

Learning how to develop and use oneʼs psychic abilities 
is a process of spiritual growth and is a very important 
aspect of oneʼs natural evolution on oneʼs spiritual path.  
The development of oneʼs mediumship skills  requires  
application just as it would in the development of any 
other skill.  Through application and the demonstration of 
these skills, one will develop confidence and an increase 
of awareness of oneʼs inner world and how to use this 
guidance in oneʼs outer world (as within...so is without).  

It is important to remember that the development of oneʼs 
psychic abilities is primarily for oneʼs own spiritual growth 
and development and not for “just” giving out psychic 
information to others.  The more information that one 
shares with others, the more they will have for 
themselves.  This information is for the taking of correct 
“action” in oneʼs life.

Suggested activities for class participation: 

1. Continue becoming familiar with oneʼs guides, 
controls, mentors, etc., through meditation.Emphasis 
on feelings while receiving impressions, colors and 

energies.

2. Rose Meditation - see handout.

3. Messages - format, symbols, colors, aura.

4. Giving out of messages -  Start with a symbol and 
expand from that symbol until you can do a 15 
minute reading.

5. Option: At this time you may also want to continue 
working on aura    readings, Psychometry readings, 
mini-readings, etc.

6. Channeled readings 

This section of the course materials will be dictated by the 
individuals participating  in the class.  It will be up to the 
spiritual guidance of the teacher to recognize where each 
individual IS to determine the application of mediumship.
Mediumship is what  deals with the development of oneʼs 
psychic unfoldment.  A medium is one who “channels” 
communication between the Earth Plane and the Spirit 
World.  It is used as a means of effecting or conveying 
something (information) from the invisible to the visible. 
The foundation for mediumship, the highest morality  and 
the greatest aspirations for the good,  is present in the 
one that develops, and  earnest effort and joyfulness fill 
the heart.

Learning how to develop and use oneʼs psychic abilities 
is a process of spiritual growth and is a very important 
aspect of oneʼs natural evolution on his/her spiritual path.  
The development of oneʼs mediumship skills  requires  

    



application just as it would in the development of  any 
other skill.  Through application and the demonstration of 
these skills, one will develop confidence and an increase 
of awareness of oneʼs inner world and how to use this 
guidance in oneʼs outer world (as within...so is without).

Mediumship makes it possible to discern temperaments, 
dispositions, capacities, motives, desires, moral, mental 
and physical conditions of living people.  It is important to 
remember that the development of oneʼs psychic abilities 
is primarily for oneʼs own spiritual growth and 
development and not for “just” giving out psychic 
information to others.  The more information that one 
shares with others, the more that they will have for 
themselves.  This information is for the taking of correct 
“action” in oneʼs life. It is important to be in command of 
oneʼs mind.

If development is done improperly damage can 
occur mentally and physically.  A proper 
development of mediumship strengthens the moral 
character, and prepares one to meet life in a calm and 
confident manner.  It unfolds the spiritual nature, develops 
optimistic and trustful qualities, and helps the medium to 
realize more fully the beauty in life, that all things work 
together for good, and that in the ultimate every soul will 
find its spiritual center when all will be well.  

One is the controlling factor.   The Spiritual entities 
are  in the Spiritual world and   human beings are still in 
the physical world.  Remember that one has chosen the  
physical world to do the experiences of the Earth plane.  
Do not let the Spirit world live oneʼs life.  You live it.  

Mediumship developed now is carried on when you make 
the transition to the spirit world.  Your perception is clear, 
and you can communicate with the earth plane, with your 
mediumship.

The Spiritual world is not responsible for doing what  
is correct for you.  They are to assistance in your growth 
and development, not to do it for you.  Your mission is in 
correct alignment with what your Mentors, Guides and 
Controls.  As you grow, so does your team grow!

Mediumship is knowing the laws of the universe and living 
in accordance with those laws.

PROTECTION

The first thing that you  learn in Mediumship is   to remain 
conscious and alert and not fall into “automatic pilot.”  The 
second step is to be in command of negative thoughts.

Always remember that, in truth, you are God, and as you 
realize this potential you are no longer a victim of 
anything;  you are then a total master and the cause of 
your reality.

It is important every day to put on your mental armor.  This 
should be done every morning, before retiring for the day, 
and before doing any spiritual work.  This means putting 
on your personal power, self-mastery, invulnerability, 
unconditional love, attunement to God, self-love, and
centeredness. 



In the beginning, it will be necessary to do this protecting 
three to four times a day. The more you do this protection, 
it becomes stronger and will last longer.  As one becomes 
proficient doing the protection, doing it when one starts 
their day and when one finishes the day will be sufficient.  
Let this protection become a part of you, like washing 
your body.

One  does this consciously and with intent.  Visualize or 
sense any - or all - of the following:

• Your favorite color.  
• A feeling that you once experienced where you felt 

very protected and nothing could hurt you.
• Merge your favorite color and the feeling, with 

concentration(thoughts/words) that only the highest 
and best will penetrate, as you rap the color and 
feeling around and through your body like a 
mummy.

• At first this will take some time, after a period this will 
take less time and will last longer. At first, you will do 
this protection three to four times a day. 

• The more you do this the longer the protection will 
be with you.

A prayer of protection is also a useful tool to align your 
mind with the way you want to create your day. The 
following are several prayers of protection.

• The Lordʼs Prayer
• “I am clothed with a robe of Light composed of the 

love, wisdom, and power of God,  for my protection, 

and that all who see it or come in contact with it will 
be drawn to the highest and best and healed.”

• “I send negativity to the Universe to be dissolved, 
decreeing that it is transmuted to the highest and 
best.  I now ask that I be placed within the Universal  
Light of protection, and for this blessing, I give 
thanks.  Amen.”

• “In the center of Light I stand.  All that is happy, 
healthy, and wealthy touches me now.”

• “I invoke the Light of Christ.
I am a clear channel.
Light is my guide.”

The other quality needed for protection is that of spiritual 
discernment.  It is very important not to give away your 
power so easily. Donʼt give your power away to anyone 
or anything.  

Give positive and constructive instruction to your thoughts, 
feelings, physical body,  subconscious mind, other people, 
past lives, inner child, sub personalities, outside energy, 
ascended masters, spirit guides, or a guru.  Any spiritual 
teacher worth their weight will be encouraging you to 
own your power and to recognize your equality.

REMEMBER: Your energy flows where your attention 
goes.  Focus on protection, not the negativity that is 
around you!  Knowing you are one with God, then that is 
who you are.

 

 



COME JOIN US NOV THIRD 
FOR OUR FIRST DAY OF 
MEDIUMSHIP COURSE 
AT 6:30-7:30PM  TO GET 
MORE INFORMATON 

SELF REALIZATION 
CLASS ON TUESDAY AT 5PM  WILL BE 

HEALING. REV DAVID, ANGIE AND 
ERNESTINA WILL BE TEACHING  THE 
CLASSES. WE ARE ON ZOOM AND IN 

PERSON. 
COME LEARN TO HEAL 

THYSELF            

COME TO FRIDAY HEALING 
CIRCLE AT 12 NOON 

NOVEMBER 

5TH ERNESTINA
12TH ANGIE
19TH DAVID

26TH JENNIFER
BRING YOUR LIST AND 

SELF 
(YOUR ALWAYS IN THE 

CIRCLE) 


